HOW TO ORDER
Your ClassicLine PLUS seating order will be processed most efficiently if you use current and correct codes on your purchase order. ClassicLine PLUS seating is offered in a wide array of upholstery fabrics in several price ranges. Upholstery fabric samples and codes are presented in a separate catalog. To view fabric samples and get the code, contact your Corcraft salesperson or the Sales Unit.

When you have made your choices, you need to enter the ClassicLine PLUS item code and enter the fabric code after it on your purchase order. You must use the fabric code numbers, not word descriptions. Here is an example for a ClassicLine PLUS chair, armless, with a standard fabric:

Item Code (Item Code)  
Π54-2106A0-___6___2___1

PRICES
Prices are listed in Corcraft’s Pricing and Specification Guide. Prices are also downloadable from our website as a .pdf file requiring Adobe Acrobat Reader. For pricing information at the right.

nPampering and Speciﬁcation Guide is available free from your Corcraft sales representative or by calling the Sales Unit. The Pricing and Specification Guide is also downloadable from our website as a .pdf file requiring Adobe Acrobat Reader. Downloadable at no cost on the web.

Our web site is http://www.corcraft.org/

SEATING ADJUSTMENT CONTROLS
Key features include the latest knee-tilt mechanism which creates a pivot point near the knee, keeping your feet on the floor to minimize the rise of the front seat edge and other important adjustable features explained below. Please review these operating instructions for maximum ergonomic effectiveness of your new chair.

Key Features:
- Pneumatic Seat Height Adjustment
- Backrest Angle Adjustment — Fluid Motion or Fixed
- Backrest Height Adjustment
- Synchro Tilt Mechanism
- Optional Articulating Armrest

Pneumatic Seat Height Adjustment
Provides greater comfort and support for individual height and working conditions. To raise or lower lift paddle upward, white seat.

Backrest Angle Adjustment — Fluid Motion or Fixed
Seat and backrest automatically follow movements of user, providing continuous lumbar support in fluid position or in a set position when fixed. To adjust: Press button on seat backrest height adjustment control. To lock: Flip paddle down for fixed support.

Backrest Height Adjustment
Positions built-in pronounced lumbar support to individual comfort position. To adjust: Apply upward pressure on button into lower backrest. Raise or lower backrest to your comfort.

Synchro Tilt Mechanism
Provides greater comfort and support for individual height and working conditions. To raise or lower lift paddle upward, white seat.

Tension Adjustment, Knee Tilt Mechanism: Tighten: Turn clockwise. Loosen: Turn counterclockwise.

OPTIONAL ARMREST LATERAL AND VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT CONTROLS

Height Adjustment: Turn knob clockwise to raise or counterclockwise to lower armrest height. Lateral Adjustment: Turn knob on arm hold bracket clockwise to lower or counterclockwise to raise armrest to desired position. Lateral Adjustment: Same as above.

Articulating Armrest: Spring-activated padded armrests allows for lateral positioning for support of forearm.

All Corcraft customers can get assistance from a Corcraft sales representative. They provide detailed information on the more than 300 Corcraft products and can help in selecting the best solution and in placing orders. If you have not been contacted by Corcraft, please call our Sales Unit listed to the right.

To place an order by mail or your purchase order using the contact information at the right. If you FAX your purchase order, please do not mail a duplicate.
CLASSICLINE PLUS
SYNCHRONOUS TILT SEATING

Corcraft, in partnership with Dauphin North America, proudly presents the ClassicLine PLUS line of enhanced ergonomic seating.

The ClassicLine PLUS Series is a fully adaptable ergonomic seating line with enhanced features and proportional design. With up-to-date styling and adjustment features suitable for individual users, the ClassicLine PLUS provides for maximum ergonomic benefits and comfortable, stress-free seating.

FEATURES
This product line meets or exceeds the seating standards as required under the NYS Policy on Ergonomics for VDT Workstations.

Seat
- 20”D x 20”W
- Seven layer molded 1” pinched with 3” thick urethane foam (meets California Code 117)
- Waterfall contour seat front

Back
- 19”W x 23”H
- Contoured 2” thick urethane foam (meets California Code 117)
- Lumbar support
- Molded plastic charblack shell
- Adjustable up to 3” range

Base
- Five-leg 25” diameter with steel collar reinforcement.
- Custom are “universed” soft urethane type suitable for hard or carpeted surfaces. Checkmark color.
- Custom are 2” dual wheel “sliding/locking” style.
- Will not roll easily unless there are 30 pounds of pressure on front.

Controls
- Synchronous tilt control lever provides for infinite setting of backrest tilt and seat pitch.
- Pneumatic seat height adjustable 16” to 20”.

Armrest Options
- Adjustable Arm, 36” vertical range and 1 1/2” lateral range each
- Articulating arm pad (black vinyl covering) with 3” vertical range and 1 1/2” lateral range each. Armrest pad to pivot horizontally 24˚ inward and 24˚ outward, pivot 8˚ forward and back, using a spring activated mechanism. Trigger device on each arm controls quick vertical adjustments.

Please refer to Standard Fabric Sample and Specifications Guides for standard selections available.

**** Complete the code indicating your Corcraft fabric covering choice by including the data in the spaces provided to the right of the item code.

Note: The PLUS Series is our ergonomic seating for people weighing more than 175 pounds. The components are more robust, and there are higher tension springs for the back and seat. It is not recommended for use by people under 150 pounds.
FEATURES

The ClassicLine PLUS Series is a fully adaptable ergonomic seating line with enhanced features and proportional design. With up-to-date styling and adjustment features suitable for individual users, the ClassicLine PLUS provides for maximum ergonomic benefits and comfortable, stress-free seating.

Seat
• 20” x 20” W
• Seven layer molded, 3” plywood with 3” thick urethane foam (meets California Code 117)
• Waterfall contour seat front

Back
• Upholstered
• Contoured 2” thick urethane foam (meets California Code 117)
• Lumbar support
• Molded plastic charblack shell
• Adjustable up to 3” range

Base
• Five-leg 25” diameter with steel collar reinforcement.
• Custom are “universal” soft urethane type suitable for hard or carpeted surfaces. Check back color
• Custom are casters “locking/braking” style.
• Will not roll easily unless there are 30 pounds of pressure on form.

Controls
• Synchronous tilt control lever provides for infinite setting of backrest tilt and seat pitch.
• Panumatic seat height adjustable 16” to 20”

Armrest Options
• Adjustable Arm, 35” vertical range and 11/2” lateral range each
• Articulating arm pad (black vinyl covering) with 3” vertical range and 1” lateral range each. Armrest pads pivot horizontally 24˚ inward and 24˚ outward, pivot 8˚ forward and back, using a spring activated mechanism. Trigger device on each arm controls quick vertical adjustments.

Features:
- Comfortable, stress-free seating.
- Synchronous ergonomic benefits and the ClassicLine PLUS provides for features suitable for individual users.
- Proportional design. With up-to-date styling and adjustment features suitable for individual users, the ClassicLine PLUS provides for maximum ergonomic benefits and comfortable, stress-free seating.

ClassicLine PLUS, Adjustable Arms
F54-21A6BAGA- X X X X
Weight 42 lb

ClassicLine PLUS, Articulating Arms
F54-21A6BAGA- X X X X
Weight 42 lb

ClassicLine PLUS Adjustable Arms, Pair (Fits all styles) ARMKITPLAA
Weight 5 lb

ClassicLine PLUS Articulating Adjustable Arms, Pair ARMKITPLAA
Weight 7 lb

Note:
- Five-leg 25” diameter with steel collar reinforcement.
- Custom are “universal” soft urethane type suitable for hard or carpeted surfaces. Check back color.
- Custom are 2” dual-wheel “locking/braking” style.
- Will not roll easily unless there are 30 pounds of pressure on form.

Controls:
- Synchronous tilt control lever provides for infinite setting of backrest tilt and seat pitch.
- Panumatic seat height adjustable 16” to 20”

Armrest Options:
- Adjustable Arm, 35” vertical range and 11/2” lateral range each.
- Articulating arm pad (black vinyl covering) with 3” vertical range and 1” lateral range each. Armrest pads pivot horizontally 24˚ inward and 24˚ outward, pivot 8˚ forward and back, using a spring activated mechanism. Trigger device on each arm controls quick vertical adjustments.

Please refer to Standard Fabric Sample and Specifications Guides for standard selections available.

Note: The PLUS Series is our ergonomic seating for people weighing more than 175 pounds. The components are more robust, and there are higher tension springs for the back and seat. It is not recommended for use by people under 150 pounds.
HOW TO ORDER
Your ClassicLine PLUS seating order will be processed most efficiently if you use current and correct codes on your purchase order. ClassicLine PLUS seating is offered in a wide array of upholstery fabrics in several price ranges. Upholstery fabric samples and codes are presented in a separate catalog. To view fabric samples and get the code, contact your Corcraft salesperson or the Sales Unit.

When you have made your choices, you need to enter the ClassicLine PLUS item code and the fabric code after it on your purchase order. You must use the fabric code numbers, not word descriptions. Here is an example for a ClassicLine PLUS chair, armless, with a standard fabric:

(Item Code) (Fabric Code)
FS-4-2106A0-3 6 2 1

PRICES
Prices are listed in Corcraft’s Pricing and Specification Guide. Available free from your Corcraft salesperson or the Sales Unit.

Pricing and Specification Guide is also downloadable from our web site as a .pdf file requiring Adobe Acrobat Reader, downloadable at no cost on the web.

Our web site is http://www.corcraft.org/

CLASSICLINE PLUS

SEATING ADJUSTMENT CONTROLS

Key features include the latest knee-tilt mechanism which creates a pivot point near the knee, keeping your feet on the floor to minimize the rise of the front seat edge and other important adjustable features explained below. Please review these operating instructions for maximum ergonomic effectiveness of your new chair.

SEAT HEIGHT PNEUMATIC ADJUSTMENT CONTROL PADDLE

To adjust: Apply upward pressure on button or lower seat to desired position.

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Provides greater comfort and support for individual heights and working conditions. To raise or lower: Lift paddle while seated.

BACKREST HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Positions built-in pronounced lumbar support to individual comfort position. To adjust: Apply upward pressure on button or lower backrest to your comfort.

SYNCHRONIZED SEAT & BACKREST ANGLE ADJUSTMENT — FLUID MOTION OR FIXED

Seat and backrest automatically follow movements of user, providing continuous lumbar support in fluid position or in a set position when fixed. To activate: Flip paddle up for fluid motion. To lock: Flip paddle down for fixed support.

SYNCHRONIZED SEAT & BACKREST ANGLE ADJUSTMENT

Provides continuous lumbar support in fluid position or in a set position when fixed. To adjust: Flip paddle up for fluid motion. To lock: Flip paddle down for fixed support.

TENSION ADJUSTMENT, KNEE TILT MECHANISM

Tighten: Turn clockwise. Loosen: Turn counterclockwise.

OPTIONAL ARMREST LATERAL AND VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT CONTROLS

Height Adjustment: Turn knob clockwise to raise or counterclockwise to lower armrest height. Lateral Adjustment: Turn knob on arm hold bracket under seat clockwise to loosen or counter-clockwise to tighten once arms in proper lateral position. Optional Articulating Armrest: Controls Height Adjustment. Instead of knob, has a trigger mechanism to adjust. Depends to raise or lower armrest to desired position. Lateral Adjustment: Same as above.

Articulating Armrest: Spring-activated padded armrest allows for lateral positioning for support of forearm.

All Corcraft customers can get assistance from a Corcraft sales representative. They provide detailed information on the more than 100 Corcraft products and can help in selecting the best solution and in placing orders. If you have not been contacted by Corcraft, please call our Sales Unit at the right. To place an order directly to our headquarters, FAX or mail your purchase order using the contact information at the right. If you FAX your purchase order, please do not mail a duplicate.

Corcraft is your NYS preferred source vendor — place your order today!
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